RECENT SALT FACULTY

Since 1973, the students of the Salt Institute for
Documentary Studies have captured the spirit
of the culture, people, and landscapes of Maine.
The collective work—stories and publications—
is now available online at saltstoryarchive.com.
Browse our archive and you'll find yourself
jumping from a tale of lobstering in the 70s to
a story exploring the lives of new immigrants
looking to call Maine home. You'll discover work
documenting everything from the back-to-theland movement, rural poverty, boatbuilders,
hunting, and migrant farmers to gender diversity,
alleged alien abductions, and cold-case crimes.

Annie Avilés / Co-founder of
Ruraliste, writer and radio maker
Michael May / Senior Producer of
NPR's Story Lab

Anne Bailey / Visual Storyteller for
PRI’s Across Women’s Lives
Shane Thomas McMillan Fulbright
Scholar and Berlin-based filmmaker
Mira Ptacin / Award-Winning
Creative Nonfiction Author

WHAT SALT ALUMNI
ARE DOING LOCALLY,
NATIONALLY & GLOBALLY
Patty Wight / MPBN, Portland, Maine
Jessica Alpert / Modern Love
Podcast, Boston, MA
Morrigan McCarthy / The New York

Times, New York, NY

INSTITUTE FOR DOCUMENTARY STUDIES

Emily Kwong / Raven Radio, Sitka,
Alaska
Tina Antolini / GRAVY Podcast,
New Orleans, Louisiana
Zoe Chace / This American Life,
New York, NY

The Graduate Certificate in
Documentary Studies

Liz Mak / Snap Judgement
Podcast, New York, NY

Maisie Crow / Award-Winning
Filmmaker, Brooklyn, NY
Kat Baulu / Producer, National Film
Board of Canada, Montreal
Canada
Andres Gonzalez / Light Work
Artist-In-Residence, Vallejo,
California
Nicolas Tanner / Former Magnum
Foundation Fellow, Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil

800.639.4808
meca.edu | info@meca.edu
522 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101
meca.edu/salt

at

Salt Story Archive

Portland’s bustling restaurant, arts, and music
scene is world renowned. The Atlantic Ocean is
a short stroll away and the city is located close
to beaches, lakes, and forests. An extremely
walkable city, Portland is large enough to host a
diverse blend of nationalities, but small enough to
retain a strong sense of community with a number
of niche markets and micro-cultures centered
around social responsibility, creative innovation,
art, design, and more.

saltstoryarchive.

A VIBRANT LOCATION

Leigh Ann Henion / New York
Times Bestselling author, North
Carolina

FOUR TRACKS OF STUDY

Application Information

Radio Storytelling • Short Documentary Film • Photography • Writing
In the Salt Graduate Certificate in Documentary Studies
each student selects one or two tracks of study.

RADIO
STORYTELLING

Photo by: Alana Kansaku-Sarmiento

Salt at MECA
The Salt Graduate Certificate in Documentary
Studies at Maine College of Art is a 24/7 15week experience. Motivated individuals from
all walks of life come to Salt to focus on just
one thing: documentary storytelling. Learn all
about the world of documentary storytelling
and how to navigate it. Take the time to
critically examine your work and the work of
classmates in your track in a collaborative
peer environment.
Bring your passion, your ideas, your fears,
your unfinished projects... Leave with a
professional quality body of beautifully
crafted, in-depth stories.

"Fifteen weeks at Salt
rearranged 80% of my
brain. The person I was
when I arrived at Salt
was not the person I
was when I left. I walked
away with more skills,
ideas, and confidence
than I could've ever
imagined."
PAULA MAURO, SALT RADIO ALUM

Salt radio students learn to tell a compelling
story through sound. Through fieldwork,
discussion, instructor and peer critique they
learn how to: identify a possible story and gain
access to it; conduct interviews; write for the ear;
use interview tape to enhance and shape a story;
produce polished work for a professional quality
portfolio; practice pitching work for air and
learn to market themselves as radio producers
in today's media world.

SHORT
DOCUMENTARY FILM
Through this course, students elevate their
work to reflect the cutting edge of video
storytelling. They learn how to record quality
video, photos, and audio, and how to identify
and produce compelling short documentary
films. Students learn how to craft polished
work through in-depth instructor and peer
editing as well as through techniques such as
storyboarding. From researching and exploring
viable story ideas to learning about industry
trends and marketing their work, they gain a
full understanding of documentary storytelling.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Students learn how to tell a story through
creating a strong visual narrative. They refine
and extend their ability to read, analyze,
and articulate the meanings of photographic
images; learn to propose and research a topic,
approach a subject and conduct a photobased documentary project; discuss the
ethical questions and topics involved in doing
documentary work; and discuss how image
sequences and series can expand, contain,
and confound the meaning of photographs.

WRITING
Students are challenged to find stories,
explore them fully, and present them in the
most compelling and responsible way possible.
Students become proficient in literary writing
and documentary storytelling through finding,
framing, and pitching; learn and apply field
interview techniques; master an understanding
of story elements, architecture and assembly;
and hone tools for evaluating issues of ethics,
fairness, and loyalty to their stories and subjects.

To apply, submit the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Completed online application form
Letter of intent
Transcripts
Two letters of recommendation
$50 non-refundable application fee

PORTFOLIO
Radio:
Two short audio pieces such as an
audio postcard or a profile and an
audio story.
Short Doc Film:
Two short video stories or one profile
and one video story
Photo:
20 images creating a visual narrative
or 10 singles and 10 narrative images.

TUITION 2017-2018
$9750 (+fees)

Accepting Applications
FALL 2016
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